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Question Bank 
 

সহায়ক পাঠক্রম (Subsidiary Course) 

English 
Prose : SEG-02 

 
1 Which two cities are referred to in the title of Dickens’ novel A Tale of Two Cities? 

  

2 Where do you locate the line "It was the best of times, it was the worst of times" in Dickens' novel? 

  

3 Who saves the life of Charles Darney in "A Tale of Two Cities"? 

  

4 Which title was initially given to "A Tale of Two Cities"? 

  

5 How many Books does "A Tale of Two Cities" have? 

  

6 Which bank does employ Jarvis Lorry as agent in "A Tale of Two Cities"? 

  

7 Who is Marquis St. Evremonde in "A Tale of Two Cities"? 

  

8 What did Madame Defarge do in "A Tale of Two Cities"? 

  

9 Where was "The Mayor of Casterbridge" first serialised? 

  

10 What is the sub-title of "The Mayor of Casterbridge"? 

  

11 Whom did Michael Henchard sell in "The Mayor of Casterbridge"? 

  

12 Whose rise and fall does "The Mayor of Casterbridge" depict? 

  

13 What was Michael Henchard's profession in his early life? 

  

14 Whom does the skimmington ride want to defame in "The Mayor of Casterbridge"? 

  

15 What gift does Henchard carry on the wedding day of Elizabeth-Jane? 

  

16 Which was the national origin of Donald Farfrae? 

  

17 Which street is the background of the story of “Araby”? 

  

18 Which school is mentioned in the opening paragraph of “Araby”? 

  

19 To which girl is the boy narrator attracted in “Araby”? 

  

20 What happened at the end of the story? 

  

21 Which newspaper does the Boss flip through in "The Fly"? 
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22 Who is Macey in "The Fly"? 

  

23 What did Mr. Woodifield usually do on Tuesdays? 

  

24 With whose story does Benson'essay "The Art of the Essayist" open? 

  

25 What, according to A.C.Benson, is the most important consideration in an essay? 

  

26 What kind of artistic sensibilities does A.C.Benson have in "The Art of the Essayist"? 

  

27 Who is Cicero mentioned by A.C.Benson in his essay"The Art of the Essayist"? 

  

28 In which year was Lamb's essay "Dream Children: A Reverie" published in "London Magazine"? 

  

29 “It was in this spirit that my little ones crept about me ….” Whom does ‘my little ones’ refer to? 

  

30 How is the grandmother called in “Dream Children: A Reverie”? 

  

 
 


